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Bill Connors says:  

This is our long-term treatment plan for a person with anomia, agrammaticism and agraphia 

using treatment protocols at aphasiatoolbox.com and various research-based clinical techniques.   

We focus on having our clients work from their own memory; avoid copying/imitation when 

possible; maintain normal eye contact when appropriate). 

Our Neuroplastic mantra:  KNOW IT > THINK IT > PLAN IT > DO IT >  PROCESS IT >  

REMEMBER IT. 

 

1. Agrammaticism:   

a. The client will be able to say allow the eight subject pronouns (SP) in English with 

90% accuracy [aphasiatoolbox]. 

b. The client will be able to conjugate an SP plus concrete verb with 90% accuracy. 

c. The client will be a will to conjugate out loud a canonical sentence (subject verb 

object) with 90% accuracy. 

d. The client will be able to conjugate modal/helping verb sentences with 90% 

accuracy [aphasiatoolbox]. 

e. The client will be able to complete the Verbing aphasiatoolbox activity with 90% 

accuracy-(say aloud a verb when given a noun in consecutive recycled fashion) 

([aphasiatoolbox];  Bastiaanse, 2006).  

f. The client will be able to construct and say out loud canonical sentences given a 

canonical photograph with 90% accuracy ( [aphasiatoolbox];  Burchert, 2007). 

g. The client will be able to reverse the subject-verb element of the modal/helping 

verb to create a question sentence with 90% accuracy ( I am.  >  Am I?; I will.  >  

Will I?) 

h. The client will be able to contract modal/helping verb subject-verb combinations 

in a fluent manner with 90% accuracy (I am.  >  I’m.;   I will. > I’ll)  

i. The client will be able to vary present-past-future-present progressive tenses of 

canonical/simple sentences with 90% accuracy. 

j. The client will be able to combine two canonical sentences using a conjunction 

form a complex sentence with 90% accuracy (Treatment of Underlying Forms, 

2007) 

k. The client will be able to combine two canonical sentences using a conjunction to 

form a compound sentence with 90% accuracy (Kiran, 2008) 

l. The client will be able to date construct a compound/complex sentence into its 

component canonical sentences with 90% accuracy. 



m. The client will be able to alternate between active and passive voice when 

producing a sentence. 

n. The client will be able to say aloud a short narrative using three canonical 

sentences at 90% accuracy. 

o. The client will be able to begin canonical sentences with a time-concepted clause 

with 90% accuracy  (  left branching conjugation activity at [aphasiatoolbox] ) . 

p. The client will be able to say aloud a sentence logically completing a middle step in 

a three sentence narrative ( medial story closure activity [aphasiatoolbox] 

 

2. Anomia:  

a. The client will be able to complete the Verbing aphasiatoolbox activity with 90% 

b. The client will be able to provide characteristics of a target noun with 90% 

accuracy ( semantic feature stimulation [aphasiatoolbox];  -semantic feature 

analysis Boyle, 2004; Drew and Thompson 1999; Kendall, 2008) 

c. The client will be able to assign thematic roles to a verb with 90% accuracy ( 

Priming Thematic Roles [aphasiatoolbox];  Verb Network Strengthening) 

d. The client will be able to identify by saying aloud a target word concept/lemme 

given sequentially characteristics of that target word with 90% accuracy.   (lighting 

up the lemma activity [aphasiatoolbox] ). 

e. The client will be able to provide 2 alternative concept words given a homonym 

with 90% accuracy (  Homonym activity [aphasiatoolbox]  ) .  

f. The client will be able to provide a second meaning for a heteronym with 90% 

accuracy. 

g. The client will be able to use a verb form of a noun in a sentence with 90% 

accuracy ( Nerbing activity [aphasiatoolbox] ). 

h. The client will be able to indicate lexical decisions real word versus non-words at 

90% accuracy using the  AphasiaPhonics anagrams: making lexical decisions 

activity. 

i. The client will be able to produce a rhyming word to a target word given the 

change of the first letter/sound (Phonological Assembly activity [aphasiatoolbox]  

). 

 

3. Agraphia: 

a. Spread throughout all treatment activities whenever possible, the client will spell 

by typing words during treatment and practice activities (scaffolded appropriately 

by SLP/practice coach). 



b. The client will reconnect familiarity and skill in using a keyboard/touchpad with 

90% accuracy using the keyboarding activity at aphasiatoolbox. 

c. The client will be able to type from memory a three-letter word using the aphasia 

site reader program ( Words flashed <.5 seconds;  Advance this accordingly to 

4>5>6 letter words as well as compound words and phrases). 

d. The client will be able to type from memory a 3 word string, scaffolded by 

increasing syllable structure, using the aphasia site reader program; time display < 

3 seconds ( but butter butterfly). 

e. The client will be able to use the Vowel Elision activity supplying an appropriate 

vowel in a CVC word with 90% accuracy [aphasiatoolbox]. 

f. The client will type the spelling of words threaded throughout all exercises done. 

g. The client will type the postal abbreviations for states in the United States with 

90% accuracy (scaffolded appropriately by SLP/practice coach moving toward 

independent typing). 

h. Given printed target words that all end in the letter E, the patient will: rearrange 4 

scrambled letter tiles to form a target word, spell aloud and then say the word 

aloud and finally write the word from memory with 90 % accuracy.  ( use the 3 

variant activities incorporating Semantic; Lexical Decisions; Spelling Patterns; 

Words and Nonsense Words [aphasiatoolbox].  

i. The client will be able to type the past tense form of the present tense for of 

irregular verbs ( sit > sat;  stimuli displayed not flashed). 
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